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Welcome to
AWS Training and Certification
Getting started: an overview
As cloud technologies continue to transform businesses at a rapid pace, organizations need cloud
expertise to achieve their goals. In a recent independent study conducted by Enterprise Strategy
Group, over 90% of Partners said that their staff's participation in AWS Training and Certification put
their organization in a better competitive position.*
Customers are looking for educated and certified Partners to help close this gap. AWS Training and
Certification empowers your team to build their competence, confidence, and credibility, so you can
better support customers with essential knowledge of the AWS Cloud.

As a member of the AWS Partner Network, you have access to a world of training and certification
options that benefit you, your company, and your customers. AWS Partners have discounted access to
customer-facing classroom training, as well as free digital and classroom courses designed specifically
for AWS Partners. As you build your cloud skills, we encourage you to get AWS Certified to validate
your expertise.
Within this catalog you will find AWS Partner, AWS Digital, and AWS Classroom Training offerings.
We’ve also included information on AWS Certifications as well as exam preparation.
To view all partner training options, visit aws.amazon.com/partners/training.
To sign up for AWS Partner courses, you must be logged into your AWS Partner Central account.

* Enterprise Strategy Group, Understanding the Value of AWS Training and Certification to AWS Partner Organizations,
September 2021.

AWS Partner Training
AWS Training and Certification builds your competence, confidence, and credibility
through practical cloud skills that are critical to establish and grow your AWS cloud
business. And with over 500 free, on-demand digital training courses available on AWS
Skill Builder, advancing your skills and knowledge has never been easier.

Whether you prefer to learn from instructors in a virtual classroom environment or need
the flexibility of on-demand digital training, AWS Training & Certification has a course
for you.
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AWS Partner accreditation courses
Title

Type of training

Digital
AWS Partner: Sales Accreditation (Business)
Classroom

AWS Partner: Accreditation (Technical)

Digital

Description

This course helps AWS Partners understand and communicate the AWS value proposition. It covers basic
concepts of cloud services, how to articulate the business value, how to handle common customer objections,
and how to co-sell with AWS. You will gain the tools and mental models to have effective AWS Cloud sales
conversations with customers.

This course provides AWS Partners with fundamental, technical knowledge of AWS cloud computing, global
infrastructure, services, common solutions, migration, security, and compliance.

2.25 hours

1/2 day

4 hours

3.5 hours

Digital
AWS Partner: Cloud
Economics Accreditation

Duration

This course introduces AWS Partners to the benefits of migrating their customers to the AWS Cloud. Partners
will learn about cost savings and data center economics in relation to cloud computing.
Classroom

1 day

Digitalbadges for AWS Partners make it even easier to share your AWS skills
Learners who successfully complete an AWS Partner Training accreditation
course assessment are eligible for a digital badge via Credly’s Acclaim platform.
AWS Partner Training digital badges come with new, flexible options for
recognition and verification.
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AWS Partner foundational courses
Title

Type of training

Digital
AWS Partner: AWS Cloud
Practitioner Essentials
Classroom

Description

Duration

In this course, you’ll engage with an accredited AWS expert instructor with deep technical knowledge to learn
about the AWS Cloud via a mix of presentations, peer discussion, and interactive activities. Whether you’re
in a technical or non-technical role, this course will help you develop the knowledge and skills necessary to
demonstrate an overall understanding of the AWS Cloud.

6 hours

Digital

1 day

3.5 hours
This course covers customer priorities (including CxO-level priorities) with content examples that focus
on AWS differentiators, AWS security and compliance, pricing optimization including TCO, and the cloud
adoption process.

AWS Partner: Foundations (Business)
Classroom

Digital
AWS Partner: Foundations (Technical)
Classroom

1 day

This course introduces the basic skills needed to lead pre-sales AWS technical engagements with customers.
After gaining a deeper understanding of AWS services and AWS Solutions Architect roles, you will apply AWS
best-practices frameworks, techniques, and guidelines in a customer case study. You will focus on assessing
customer needs, capturing requirements, and translating those requirements into AWS solutions.

5 hours

1 day
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AWS sales best practices courses
Title

Type of training

Description

Duration

2.5 hours

AWS Partner: Advanced Migration
and Modernization Sales Training

Digital

This course was built to provide AWS Partners the best practices to adopt as an advanced migration and
modernization seller with Amazon Web Services (AWS). Partners will hear directly from AWS experts and learn
from their experience to develop and to implement different sales strategies.

AWS Partner: Analytics on AWS –
Sales Best Practices

Digital

In this course, you’ll learn best practices for identifying and developing opportunities in AWS analytics services
and solutions. It covers basic analytics concepts, introduces core AWS services, and provides practical resources
to help you begin working with customers.

30 minutes

Digital

In this course, you’ll learn best practices for identifying and developing opportunities around modern
applications on AWS. It covers three customer use case scenarios, how to anticipate potential barriers, and how
to engage AWS Partner resources so you can start building your customer pipeline.

30 minutes

Digital

In this course, you’ll learn best practices for identifying and developing Windows on AWS opportunities.
The course covers common customer use cases and resources available to help you accelerate customer
opportunities

30 minutes

AWS Partner: Modern Applications on
AWS – Sales Best Practices

AWS Partner: Windows on AWS –
Sales Best Practices
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AWS Partner business courses
Title

AWS Marketplace Training Academy:
Channel Programs for CPs

AWS Partner: Amazon Connect
(Business)

Type of training

Description

Digital

This course provides a comprehensive overview of Amazon Web Services (AWS) Marketplace Channel
programs, processes, and best practices for channel partners. You will learn about the details of these
various channel programs and how to help drive successful adoption.

Digital

This course introduces the business benefits of setting up a cloud-based contact center using Amazon Connect.
You will learn about the Amazon Connect Partner Program, as well as how to solve customer challenges and
discuss the value proposition and pricing model of Amazon Connect to customers.

Digital
AWS Partner: AWS for Microsoft
Workloads (Business)

AWS Partner: Building your Public
Sector Business with AWS for
Executives (Business)

90 minutes

1.5 hours

2 hours
In this course, you will learn about the benefits of moving Microsoft workloads to the AWS Cloud. This course is
a nontechnical, non-competitive training for AWS Partners.

Classroom

AWS Partner: Building your Business
with AWS (Executive Workshop)

Duration

1/2 day

Classroom

This executive-level course is designed specifically for AWS Consulting Partner executives who are new the AWS
Cloud. You will explore what it takes to transition from a traditional IT sales model to profitability-delivering,
value-added services for AWS customers

1/2 day

Classroom

This workshop is designed for for “New to the Cloud” Consulting Partner Executives in the Public Sector.
This workshop explores what it takes to transition from a traditional IT sales model to profitability delivering
value-added services for AWS customers. This learning session is conducted through digital and in-person
presentation, video, interactive discussion, and Q&A with AWS Executives.

1/2 day
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AWS Partner business courses
Title

Type of training

Description

Digital

AWS Partner: Data Analytics on
AWS (Business)
Classroom

AWS Partner: Digital Workplace on
AWS (Business)

Digital

Duration

3.5 hours
This course teaches partners how to identify and qualify data analytics business opportunities, plus best
practices for effective business discovery conversations. It also teaches how to align high-level data analytics
solutions to customers’ important business initiatives

In this course, you will learn how to identify opportunities to build and grow your End User Computing (EUC)
practice on AWS. You will learn how to position AWS EUC services to customers and how to leverage the
AWS tools and resources available to help you grow your business.

Digital

1 day

2 hours

3 hours
This course provides an overview of current market trends and AWS products and services for IoT. Partners will
learn how to describe the AWS IoT value proposition, identify and qualify IoT opportunities, handle customer
objections, discuss pricing considerations, and accelerate IoT adoption.

AWS Partner: IoT on AWS (Business)
Classroom

1/2 day

Digital

2 hours
In this course, you’ll learn how to identify and qualify customer machine learning (ML) opportunities, how to
help customers navigate the ML solution-building process, and how to use that experience to build an AWS ML
solutions practice.

AWS Partner: Machine Learning
on AWS (Business)
Classroom

1/2 day
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AWS Partner business courses
Title

Type of training

Description

Digital

Duration

2 hours
This course focuses on the value proposition of migrating IT workloads to the AWS Cloud and building a
migration practice with AWS. Partners will learn the three phases of a migration: Assess, Mobilize, and Migrate
and Modernize; how to build a business case; and the business drivers and sales approach for migrations.

AWS Partner: Migrating to AWS
(Business)
Classroom

Digital
AWS Partner: Migration Business Case
(Business)
Classroom

1/2 day

In this course, you will learn advanced non-technical best practices for migrate large-scale workloads to the
AWS Cloud. You will also explore the three types of analyses that pull together the business case for moving to
AWS – business value analysis, directional business case, and detailed business case. In addition, the course
provides instructor led scenario-based demonstrations of migration tools and the opportunity to apply newly
learned concepts to create future business cases. Each module concludes with an assessment to demonstrate
your knowledge.

Digital

4 hours

1/2 day

2 hours
This course will provide AWS Partners with market data, case studies, and customer engagement models to help
you identify SAP workload opportunities for your customers.

AWS Partner: SAP on AWS (Business)
Classroom

1/2 day

Digital

2.5 hours
This course covers how to qualify customer opportunities around security governance at scale. You’ll learn
about AWS account management, cost control, security, and compliance through automation - along with best
practices for establishing an automated, simplified, and secure framework for governance at scale.

AWS Partner: Security Governance at
Scale (Business)
Classroom

1/2 day

Digital

1 hours

AWS Partner: VMware Cloud
on AWS (Business)

This course was provides AWS Partners with an introduction to the VMware Cloud on AWS. Partners will learn
the key benefits and use cases to identify and qualify VMware Cloud on AWS opportunities.
Classroom

1/2 day
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AWS Partner technical courses
Title

Type of training

Description

Duration

Classroom

This advanced course provides prescriptive guidance on how to migrate workloads at scale, and covers
common migration patterns and challenges of large-scale migrations. You’ll learn how to identify use cases
for re-hosting, re-platforming, and re-factoring legacy applications to the AWS Cloud—and how to determine
which applications are good candidates for automated modernization.

1 day

AWS Partner: AWS Advanced
Well-Architected Best Practices
(Technical)

Classroom

This advanced course provides a deep dive into Amazon Web Services (AWS) best practices to help you
perform effective and efficient AWS Well-Architected Framework Reviews. The course covers the phases of
a review, including how to prepare, run, and get guidance after a review has been performed.

1 day

AWS Partner: Amazon Connect
(Technical)

Digital

This course teaches AWS Partners the technical details of provisioning, configuring, and managing Amazon
Connect for a contact center.

3 hours

AWS Partner: Advanced Migrating to
AWS (Technical)

Digital

AWS Partner: AWS for Microsoft
Workloads (Technical)
Classroom

AWS Partner: Building Data
Analytics Solutions Using Amazon
Redshift (Technical)

Classroom

This course teaches AWS Partners the technical fundamentals of running Microsoft applications on AWS. You
will learn how to discuss the advantages of AWS for Microsoft workloads, and explore the various tools available
to migrate, develop, build, deploy, manage, and operate Microsoft workloads, applications and Windows Server
on AWS.

In this course you will learn to apply security, performance, and cost management best practices to the
operation of Amazon Redshift. Get to data insights faster by building a data analytics solution using
Amazon Redshift.

3 hours

6 hours

1 day
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AWS Partner technical courses
Title

Type of training

Description

Digital

4 hours
This course provides AWS Partners with an introduction to AWS container solutions, including container
platforms, benefits, and use cases. The course introduces the range of AWS container services and adjacent
technologies, including an exploration of AWS design considerations and best practices.

AWS Partner: Containers on AWS
(Technical)
Classroom

Digital
AWS Partner: Data Analytics on AWS
(Technical)
Classroom

AWS Partner: Digital Workplace on
AWS (Technical)

AWS Partner: Introduction to
Migrating to AWS (Technical)

Duration

1 day

Partners will learn how to successfully engage with data-driven customers, discuss five data analytics technical
solutions, and make architectural decisions based on AWS-recommended best practices. After completing this
course, partners will understand how to build a serverless data lake architecture using an AWS CloudFormation
template while making business decisions using the Data Flywheel approach.

4 hours

1 day

Digital

This course provides a technical introduction to AWS End User Computing (EUC) services Amazon WorkSpaces
and Amazon AppStream 2.0. You will learn how to answer common technical questions when discussing these
solutions and how to provision, configure, and manage these services.

4 hours

Digital

This course provides an introduction to conducting AWS migration assessments and using methodologies,
processes, and tools for migration projects. Key topics include overviews of migrating to AWS, AWS migration
programs (MAP/PMP), and AWS migration tooling. In addition, this course provides an in-depth review of the
Migration Readiness Assessment (MRA).

4 hours
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AWS Partner technical courses
Title

AWS Partner: Introduction to
Migrating to AWS (Technical)

Type of training

Digital

Description

Duration

This course provides an introduction to conducting AWS migration assessments and using methodologies,
processes, and tools for migration projects. Key topics include overviews of migrating to AWS, AWS migration
programs (MAP/PMP), and AWS migration tooling. In addition, this course provides an in-depth review of the
Migration Readiness Assessment (MRA).

4 hours

Digital

3 hours
This technical course provides an overview of the current market trends and ecosystem of the IoT segment.
Partners will learn about the AWS IoT platform and various AWS IoT services, IoT solution lifecycle and common
design patterns for deploying AWS IoT services and how to help accelerate customer adoption.

AWS Partner: IoT on AWS (Technical)
Classroom

1 day

Digital

4 hours
This technical course provides AWS Partner solutions architects with methodologies and best practices for
applying and executing migration readiness assessment and planning activities, and how to perform migrations
by employing migration tools and services.

AWS Partner: Migrating to AWS
(Technical)

Classroom

1 day

Digital

3 hours
This course teaches the technical fundamentals of running SAP on AWS. It is designed to teach pre-sales engineers
at APN Consulting Partner organizations how to discuss the key architectural patterns for running SAP on AWS.

AWS Partner: SAP on AWS (Technical)
Classroom

AWS Partner: Security Best Practices
(Technical)

Classroom

1 day

In this course, you will learn how to help your customers secure their compute, storage, networking resources
on AWS Cloud. You will also learn about logging and alerting, which are key elements of maintaining the
highest levels of cloud security.

1 day
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AWS Partner technical courses
Title

Type of training

Description

Digital

4 hours
This course covers AWS-recommended cloud security best practices for establishing continuous governance
and management at scale. Partners will be able to help their customers scale with agility and innovation while
providing the visibility, control, and governance to protect sensitive data and systems.

AWS Partner: Security Governance at
Scale (Technical)
Classroom

1 day

Digital

3 hours
This course provides a technical introduction to VMware Cloud on AWS. It covers the core architecture of
VMware Cloud on AWS’s software-defined data center (SDDC) service, plus how foundational VMware compute,
storage, networking, security, and management components interact with AWS services.

AWS Partner: VMware Cloud on AWS
(Technical)
Classroom

AWS Partner: Well-Architected Best
Practices (Technical)

Duration

Digital

1 day

This course covers customer priorities (including CxO-level priorities) with content examples that focus
on AWS differentiators, AWS security and compliance, pricing optimization including TCO, and the cloud
adoption process.

1.5 hours
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Professional services training
Title

Type of training

Description

Duration

AWS PSO: Big Data and Analytics

Classroom

This course is designed to teach how to build data lakes on AWS, create an AWS Glue data catalog, run queries
using Amazon Athena and Amazon Redshift Spectrum, use the AWS Schema Conversion Tool and AWS Database
Migration Service, and visualize data with Amazon QuickSight.

AWS PSO: Building a Contact Center
Using AWS

Classroom

This course is focused on implementing a cloud-based contact center using Amazon Connect. You will use the
hands-on lab exercises to set up a contact center using Amazon Connect.

1 day

AWS PSO: Cloud Adoption Framework

Classroom

This one-day course mixes theory and practice, providing attendees with working knowledge of the AWS Cloud
Adoption Framework (CAF) and the ability to facilitate the AWS CAF Alignment Workshop.

1 day

AWS PSO: Cloud Advisory

Classroom

This course teaches you how to build a compelling business case for cloud adoption, and how to accelerate
customer’s cloud adoption process. You will learn how to apply the cloud economics concepts to a business
case. You will also perform Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and Total Cost of Migration (TCM) exercises.

2 days

AWS PSO: Cloud Migration Best
Practices

Classroom

This course teaches you how to use AWS migration services to execute a migration plan, and how to lead and
guide various phases of a migration project. You will learn the best practices around migrating to AWS through
an execution of a case study and hands-on labs.

1 day

PSO: Delivery Best Practices

Classroom

This three-day bootcamp is designed to enable APN Premier and Advanced Consulting Partners to develop
and extend professional services competencies for AWS customer implementations.

3 days

2 days
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Professional services training
Title

AWS PSO: Deployment Best Practices
for Amazon Workspaces

PSO: Machine Learning on AWS

AWS PSO: Operational Integration
Best Practices

AWS PSO: Security Best Practices

Type of training

Description

Duration

Classroom

This course focuses on the operational management of Amazon WorkSpaces. The course discusses the best
practices for deployment and management of Amazon WorkSpaces including account structures, network
considerations, and integration with directory services.

1 day

Classroom

In this course, you will focus on the application and platform services of the AWS Machine Learning Stack.
In the lab exercises, you will use Amazon Rekognition, Amazon Comprehend, and Amazon Polly for use
cases like analyzing customer behavior and performing sentiment analysis.

1 day

Classroom

This course is designed to provide a prescriptive approach to establishing Cloud Operating Model (COM)
frameworks that address the people, processes, and tooling needed to support production workloads in the
AWS Cloud.

1 day

Classroom

This course focuses on understanding and implementing AWS security best practices. The course uses a
challenge-based, hands-on approach to teach and reinforce AWS security best practices around encryption, data
protection, disaster recovery, high availability, monitoring, logging, alerting, event detection, incident response,
and security automation.

2 days
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Learn more about AWS TechShift at
aws.amazon.com/events/techshift/

Business training for software professionals
Title

AWS Marketplace Training Academy:
Channel Programs for ISVs

Type of training

Digital

Digital
AWS Partner: Co-selling with AWS
for ISV Partners (Business)
Classroom

Description
This course provides a comprehensive overview of Amazon Web Services (AWS) Marketplace Channel
programs, processes, and best practices for independent software vendors (ISVs). You will learn about the
details of these various channel programs and how to help drive successful adoption.

This course is designed for alliance teams and sales professionals at AWS ISV Partner organizations who
are new to selling with AWS. It covers the value proposition for co-selling with AWS, the AWS co-selling
methodology, and the programs and resources that support co-selling.

Duration

90 minutes

2 hours

1/2 day

Technical training for software professionals
Title

Partner program

Type of training

Description

Digital

AWS Partner: Migrating Your
Application to AWS (Technical)

4 hours

In this course designed for AWS ISV Partners, you will learn the technical
fundamentals and best practices of migrating your application from on-premises
deployments to a single-tenant, highly available AWS Cloud solution.

AWS TechShift Migrate
Classroom

AWS Partner: Modernizing Your
Application on AWS

AWS TechShift Modernize

Duration

Digital

1 day
This course covers how to modernize your software application using a scalable, selfhealing architecture on AWS. Using the AWS Cloud Development Kit (AWS CDK) you
will learn design patterns for optimizing applications using AWS managed services.
You will also review how to incorporate a continuous integration and continuous
delivery (CI/CD) pipeline for deployment.

2.5 hours
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AWS Digital Training
Free on-demand digital training helps you build new cloud skills and stay up-to-date
with the latest services when and where it’s convenient for you. Ranging from quick
10-minute tutorials to in-depth 8 hour courses, there’s a digital course to meet your
learning needs. AWS digital courses can be accessed, stopped, and started at any
time, enabling you to complete them at your own pace.
With our new learning center, AWS Skill Builder, you can explore learning plans
and 500+ digital courses to help you own your career and achieve your goals on
your schedule. View the latest digital catalog at explore.skillbuilder.aws.
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AWS digital training quick search by solution area
Application
Integration

Compute

Developer Tools

Industry Solutions

Mobile Services

Storage

Architecting

Contact Center

Developing

Internet of Things
(IoT)

Network & Content
Delivery

SysOps

AWS Cost
Management

Containers

DevOps

Machine Learning

SaaS

Blockchain

Data Analytics

End User Computing

Management &
Governance

Satellite

Business Applications

Database

Front-End Web &
Mobile

Media Services

Security, Identity &
Compliance

Cloud Essentials

Dedicated Cloud

Game Tech

Migration & Transfer

Serverless

AWS Training and Certification offers hundreds of free, on-demand digital courses that help you learn new
cloud skills and services when and where it’s convenient for you.

Explore all digital courses
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AWS Classroom Training
AWS Classroom Training provides a hands-on environment with an instructor who teaches
you in-demand cloud skills and best practices using a mix of presentations, discussion, and
hands-on labs. Taught by expert AWS trainers, in-person and virtual classroom training
enables you to ask questions and get on-the-spot practical help. You’ll also have the
opportunity to engage other learners and share valuable experience.
Classroom training is also available as private on-site or virtual training. With private training
you get a learning experience dedicated to your team that encourages a free exchange of
ideas and issues relevant to your organization’s current and future cloud needs.
AWS Training and Certification works with approved AWS Training Partners to expand
delivery and offer classes in local languages.
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Foundational
Title

Description

Duration

AWS Skills Center: AWS Cloud Essentials for
Business Leaders

Understand how a business uses cloud technology to realize business value and how a cloud strategy can help your team
meet business objectives.

1/2 day

AWS Cloud for Finance Professionals

In this course, you will learn how finance professionals can use Amazon Web Services (AWS) to adopt cloud in a fiscally
responsible manner. You will gain foundational knowledge to help you manage, optimize, and plan cloud spend. You will learn
how to influence your organization’s builders to be more accountable and cost conscious.

1/2 day

AWS Security Essentials

Learn about fundamental AWS Cloud security concepts, including AWS access control, data encryption methods, and how
network access to your AWS infrastructure can be secured.

1 day

AWS Technical Essentials

Learn fundamentals to become more proficient in identifying AWS services so that you can make informed decisions about
IT solutions based on your business requirements and get started working on AWS.

1 day

Media Essentials for IT Decision Makers

Learn the media and cloud fundamentals that empower you to develop a cloud strategy that meets your business goals.

2 days
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Architecting
Title

Description

Duration

Course level

Advanced Architecting on AWS

Building on Architecting on AWS, learn how to build complex solutions which incorporate data services,
governance, and security on AWS.

3 days

Advanced

Architecting on AWS

Learn how to identify services and features to build resilient, secure and highly available IT solutions in the AWS
Cloud. Gain an understanding of the use of tools and best practices necessary to help you think through the process
of architecting optimal IT solutions in the AWS Cloud.

3 days

Intermediate

Architecting on AWS – Accelerator

This course combines Architecting on AWS and Advanced Architecting on AWS to offer a
comprehensive, immersive course in cloud architecture. It covers all aspects of how to architect for the cloud over
five days.

5 days

Advanced

AWS Well-Architected Best Practices

Learn how to use the Well-Architected Review process, and the AWS Well-Architected Tool to conduct reviews to
identify high risk issues (HRIs).

1 day

Intermediate

Duration

Course level

Containers
Title

Description

Running Container-Enabled
Microservices on AWS

Learn how to manage and scale container-enabled applications by using Amazon Elastic Container Service
(Amazon ECS). We will explore the challenges of running containerized applications at scale and provide guidance
for creating and using Amazon ECS to develop and deploy containerized microservices-based applications.

1 day

Advanced

Running Containers on Amazon Elastic
Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS)

Learn container management and orchestration for Kubernetes using Amazon EKS.

3 days

Intermediate
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Cost management
Title

Description

AWS Cloud Financial Management
for Builders

Learn how to implement architectural best practices, explore cost optimization strategies, and design patterns
to help you architect cost-efficient solutions on AWS

Duration

Course level

3 days

Intermediate

Data analytics
Title

Description

Duration

Course level

Building Batch Data Analytics Solutions on
AWS

Learn to build batch data analytics solutions using Amazon EMR, an enterprise-grade Apache Spark and
Apache Hadoop managed service. In this course you will learn how Amazon EMR integrates with open-source
projects such as Apache Hive, Hue, and HBase, and with AWS services such as AWS Glue and AWS Lake
Formation.

1 day

Intermediate

Building Data Lakes on AWS

Learn to build scalable and secure data lakes with AWS Lake Formation while learning how to optimize for cost
and performance.

1 day

Intermediate

Data Warehousing on AWS

Learn concepts, strategies, and best practices for designing a cloud-based data warehousing solution using
Amazon Redshift

3 days

Intermediate

Planning and Designing Databases
on AWS

Explore the key features of AWS database services and learn how to choose the appropriate AWS database
service to meet your application’s needs and requirements.

3 days

Intermediate
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Database
Title

Description

Planning and Designing Databases
on AWS

Explore the key features of AWS database services and learn how to choose the appropriate AWS database
service to meet your application’s needs and requirements.

Duration

Course level

3 days

Intermediate

Duration

Course level

Developer
Title

Description

Developing on AWS

Learn how to use the AWS SDK to develop secure and scalable cloud applications

3 days

Foundational

Advanced Developing on AWS

Learn how to take a legacy, on premise monolithic application and refactoring it into a serverless
microservices architecture

3 days

Intermediate
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DevOps engineer
Title

Description

DevOps Engineering on AWS

Learn the most common DevOps patterns to develop, deploy, and maintain applications on the AWS platform.

Duration

Course level

3 days

Advanced

Duration

Course level

Machine learning
Title

Description

Deep Learning on AWS

Learn cloud-based deep learning solutions on AWS, how deep learning is useful, and its different concepts.

1 day

Intermediate

Practical Data Science with
Amazon SageMaker

Learn how to solve a real-world use case with Machine Learning (ML) and produce actionable results using
Amazon SageMaker

1 day

Intermediate

The Machine Learning Pipeline
on AWS

Learn to build, train, evaluate, tune, and deploy an ML model using Amazon SageMaker to solve a business
problem in a project-based learning environment.

4 days

Intermediate
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Media services
Title

Description

Media Essentials for IT Decision Makers

Learn the media and cloud fundamentals that empower you to develop a cloud strategy that meets your
business goals.

Duration

Course level

2 days

Fundamental

Duration

Course level

2 days

Intermediate

Duration

Course level

3 days

Intermediate

Migrate and transfer
Title

Description

Migrating to AWS

Learn cloud migration strategies with a detailed discussion on each phase of the process

Operations
Title

Description

Systems Operations on AWS

Learn how to create automatable and repeatable deployments of networks and systems on the AWS platform
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Security
Title

Description

Duration

Course level

AWS Security Essentials

Learn about fundamental AWS Cloud security concepts, including AWS access

1 day

Foundational

AWS Security Governance at Scale

Learn to retire manual processes through AWS security and governance services and concepts.

1 day

Intermediate

Security Engineering on AWS

Learn how to efficiently use AWS security services to stay secure in the AWS Cloud.

3 days

Advanced

Duration

Course level

Serverless
Title

Description

Building a Serverless Data Lake on AWS

Learn to design, build, and operate a serverless data lake solution with AWS services.

1 day

Intermediate

Developing Serverless Solutions on AWS

Learn AWS Serverless Frameworks and how to build, secure, deploy, and manage modern serverless
applications

3 days

Intermediate
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AWS Certification overview
AWS Certification builds your credibility and confidence by validating your cloud expertise with an
industry-recognized credential. AWS Training will prepare you for certification with Exam Readiness
Training and Practice Exams.

With a range of Foundational, Associate, Professional, and Specialty certifications across a range
of roles, such as Architect, Developer, and Operations, AWS Certifications are a proven, globally
recognized way to validate your technical skills and knowledge.
AWS Certification also gives you tangible benefits to help you showcase your achievements and
further advance your AWS expertise. You’ll gain access to AWS Certification lounges at AWS
re:Invent and select AWS Summit events. You’ll also receive digital badges to showcase your AWS
Certified status, use of the official AWS Certified logo, special invitations to regional appreciation
receptions, and more.

Schedule an exam

Prepare for an exam
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Available AWS Certifications
FOUNDATIONAL

PROFESSIONAL

Six months of fundamental AWS Cloud and industry knowledge

One year of experience solving problems and implementing solutions
using the AWS Cloud

ASSOCIATE

SPECIALTY

Two years of experience designing, operating, and
troubleshooting solutions using the AWS Cloud

Technical AWS Cloud experience in the Specialty domain as specified in
the exam guide
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How to prepare for AWS Certification
The best preparation for certification exams is practical experience. We also offer training and materials to help you prepare.
Review our recommended preparation steps below.

Step 1

Step 3

Step 5

Take an AWS Classroom or Digital Training course

Study AWS whitepapers and FAQs

Take a practice exam

Training can help you advance your technical skills
and learn best practices for working with AWS.

Broaden your technical understanding with
whitepapers and FAQs written by the AWS team,
independent analysts, and AWS partners.

Test your knowledge online in a timed
environment. Register at aws.training.

Step 2

Step 4

Step 6

Review the exam guide and sample questions

Take Exam Readiness Training

Schedule your exam and get AWS Certified

See the concepts covered in the exam to get a
blueprint of what you need to study. You’ll also find
recommended AWS Training, AWS whitepapers,
and FAQs.

Prepare for your AWS Certification exam with Exam
Readiness Training by AWS.

Schedule your exam at a testing center near you at
aws.training.

Don’t skip the sample questions, which can help
you check your knowledge and pinpoint concepts
and areas requiring more study.

We’ll teach you how to interpret exam questions
and allocate your study time.
Explore Exam Readiness courses.
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Exam readiness classroom training courses
Title

Description

Duration

Exam Readiness: AWS Certified Solutions
Architect – Associate

Learn how to prepare for the exam by exploring the exam’s topic areas and how they map to architecting on
AWS and to specific areas to study.

1/2 day

Exam Readiness: AWS Certified Developer – Associate

Learn how to prepare for the exam by exploring the exam’s topic areas, mapping them to developing on AWS,
and identifying specific areas to study.

1/2 day

Exam Readiness: AWS Certified SysOps
Administrator – Associate

Learn how to prepare for the exam by exploring the exam’s topic areas and how they map to SysOps on AWS
and to specific areas to study.

1/2 day

Exam Readiness: AWS Certified DevOps
Engineer – Professional

Learn how to prepare for the exam by exploring the exam’s topic areas and how they map to DevOps on AWS
and to specific areas to study.

1 day

Exam Readiness: AWS Certified Solutions
Architect – Professional

Prepare for the exam by exploring the exam’s topic areas, how they map to architecting on AWS and mapping
them to specific areas to study.

1 day

Exam Readiness: AWS Certified Advanced
Networking – Specialty

Learn to navigate the exam, understand advanced networking concepts, and practice network security and
network troubleshooting best practices.

1 day
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Exam readiness classroom training courses
Title

Description

Duration

Exam Readiness: AWS Certified Security – Specialty

Learn how to prepare for the exam by exploring the exam’s topic areas and mapping them to specific areas to
study.

1/2 day

Exam Readiness: AWS Certified Machine
Learning – Specialty

Learn how to prepare for the exam by exploring the exam’s topic areas and mapping them to specific areas to
study.

1/2 day

Exam Readiness: AWS Certified Database – Specialty

Learn to what expect for the exam, how the exam is structured, and how to interpret questions.

1 day

Exam Readiness: AWS Certified Data Analytics – Specialty

Learn to what expect for the exam, how the exam is structured, and how to interpret questions.

1 day

Exam Readiness Intensive Workshop: AWS Certified
Solutions Architect – Associate

Learn architectural principles and best practices to prepare for the exam. This course combines
Architecting on AWS and Exam Readiness: AWS Certified Solutions Architect – Associate with
additional content, quizzes, and a review of the practice exam.

5 days
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Any questions?
Contact us: aws.amazon.com/contact-us/aws-training
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